Heart Rate Variability Differentiates Between Vasovagal Syncope and Palpitation Related Fainting
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Abstract

Vasovagal syncope is a transient loss of consciousness, which can occur due to neurological, metabolic, psychiatric, and cardiac causes. Palpitations are characterized by abnormally rapid or irregular heartbeats and in some cases fainting. Determination of cause may be undertaken by patient history and physical examination including an ECG and head-up tilt testing (HUTT). However, HUTT bears some risks such as fainting and arrhythmia in syncope patients as well as being uncomfortable and unable to distinguish between palpitations and vasovagal syncope.

Alternative diagnostic tools are therefore of interest and this work examines the usefulness of Heart Rate Variability (HRV) obtained from 24-hour ECG recordings. A range of entropy measures were calculated for each recording and Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare groups. Rényi entropy provides a significant result for positive exponents, for $q=5$, where the 2-group comparison has a p-value of 0.00031. Tsallis, Norm, SB, Beta, and Gamma entropies show similar results.

These results suggest that short heart rate recordings, possibly during a clinic visit can differentiate between syncope and palpitations and hence HUTT is not required.

1. Introduction

Syncope is a sudden, ephemeral loss of consciousness due to brief cerebral hypoperfusion with an associated loss of postural tone and usually a fast natural recovery. Symptoms are often described as orthostatic intolerance, which includes dizziness, palpitations, diaphoresis, pallor, nausea, and loss of consciousness [1]. These symptoms are often resolved when the supine position is adopted. Syncope may be classified as reflex mediated (neurocardiogenic), cardiac, orthostatic, or neurologic [2].

Head up tilt testing (HUTT) is the most common method to diagnose and investigate syncope. However, tilt testing presents risks to patients with structural and arrhythmic cardiac abnormalities such as fainting and arrhythmia. Moreover, HUTT lacks sensitivity for the discrimination of vasovagal mediated syncope (NMS) in patients above 40 years of age including those presenting with palpitations [3].

Autonomic dysfunction is known to be associated with neurocardiogenic syncope with positive results from Valsalva and deep breathing cardiac autonomic reflex test (CARTs) [4]. For improved accuracy and patient experience, analysis of time and frequency domain as well as nonlinear heart rate variability (HRV) indices determined from ECG or heart rate recordings may prove to be valuable. Nonlinear analysis has been used more often recently due to the nonstationarity and nonlinearity characteristics inherent in ECG data and include diverse entropy measures [5]. Entropy measures such as sample entropy have been used to assess irregularities and complexities of HRV such as atrial fibrillation, heart failure, and fetal heart rate [6]. Sample entropy measures the regularity of a time series rather than the complexity. It defines the negative logarithm of conditional probability of sequences of data vectors [7].

A range of ECG sequence length recordings (from 10 seconds to 24 hours) have also been used to investigate cardiac autonomic modulation using HRV analysis [8] and syncopal events [9]. However, there is controversy associated with the use of HRV parameters for diagnostic syncope. Picirillo suggested that the high frequency (HF) spectrum may distinguish patients with negative or positive HUTT results, while Lipsitz et al. argue that predicting syncope from HRV parameters was impossible [10]. Nonlinear HRV methods that are robust for the inherent non-stationarity and nonlinearity of ECG data may shed new light on this controversy when combined with traditional HRV features in differentiating between

1.1. Methods

This study uses 24-hour Holter data collected from 147 patients of the Wangaratta Cardiology and Respiratory Centre in Wangaratta, Australia. The patients were classified into syncope and palpitations groups based on clinical data and review by a physician. All data were de-identified and an ethics approval for the study was obtained from the Charles Sturt University Human Ethics Committee under approval number H18161. All patients provided informed consent to take part in the study and for data disclosure in accordance with the principles of the 2001 Helsinki Declaration. The study included 98 females (21 syncope, and 72 palpitations) and 49 males (7 syncope, 23 palpitations). All patients had a normal sinus rhythm.

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) data were extracted from the Holter ECG recordings, yielding RR interval series. Common time domain features were calculated for each series: standard deviation of RR intervals, root mean square of RR intervals (rmsdd) and the median RR interval. These measures were complemented by the following generalised entropy measures.

An exponential entropic definition without any physical interpretation but fulfilling the axiomatic criteria for an entropy is given by [12]:

$$SE = \sum p_i \left(1 - e^{p_i \frac{1}{q}}\right)$$

Graph entropies are a rather new concept using the term \((p_i)^q\), but again follow the axiomatic conditions for generalised entropies [13]. Three different entropy measures of this class were used:

$$H_1 = \sum \left(1 - (p_i)^q\right)$$

$$H_2 = \exp \left(\sum \ln \left(2 - (p_i)^q\right)\right)$$

$$H_3 = \sum \left(p_i + \ln \left(2 - (p_i)^q\right)\right)$$

The well known Rényi entropies for negative and positive q’s are defined with

$$SRényi(q) = \frac{1}{1 - q} \ln \sum p_i^q$$

and similarly, the Tsallis entropies with

$$STsallis(q) = \frac{1}{1 - q} \left(\sum p_i^q - 1\right)$$

Following Tsallis [14] another two possibilities for negative and positive q’s are

$$SNorm(q) = \frac{1}{1 - q} \left(\sum p_i^q - 1\right)$$

$$SEscort(q) = \frac{1}{q - 1} \left(\sum p_i^\frac{1}{q} - q\right)$$

All four of these measures were used, with the exponent q taking integer values in the range of -5 to +5.

An entropy can also be defined by using Gamma functions:

$$SEta = \sum \Gamma \left(\frac{n + 1}{q}, -\ln p_i\right) - p_i\Gamma \left(\frac{n + 1}{q}\right)$$

with \(\Gamma(a,b)\) the complementary incomplete Gamma function, \(\Gamma(a)\) the Gamma function and \(\eta\) any positive real number [15].

The Kappa entropy is defined for distributions with power law tails by

$$SKappa(p) = \sum p_i \ln \left(\frac{1}{p_i}\right)$$

with 0 < \(\kappa\) < 1 [16]. In this work SEta and SKappa were calculated using \(\kappa = 0.1\) to 1.0 in increments of 0.1.

The SB entropy is defined by

$$SB(b) = \sum \left(1 - e^{-b p_i}\right) + e^{-b} - 1$$

for all \(b > 0\) [17].

A definition which might be seen as a mixture of Rényi and Tsallis entropies is

$$SBeta() = \sum p_i^\beta \ln p_i$$

with 0 < \(\beta\) < 1 [18].

And finally, another form of generalised entropy defined by Tsallis is

$$SGamma() = \sum p_i \ln \left(\gamma_{\beta}\right)$$

with 0 < \(\beta\) < 1 [14].

For this study, the probability distribution \(p_i\) was
computed from the individual signal values. All entropy measures were computed with ComsystanJ software ([https://comsystan.github.io/comsystanj](https://comsystan.github.io/comsystanj) and [https://github.com/comsystan/comsystanj](https://github.com/comsystan/comsystanj)). Shapiro-Wilk tests with $p=0.05$ revealed that not all distributions for the two groups (syncope, palpitation) and various heart rate variability parameters were normally distributed. Therefore, the Mann-Whitney test was used.

2. Results

Tests of entropy measures show a mixture of non-significant and significant results. The following tables include only those measures comparing Syncope with Palpitations that are significant at the $p<0.01$ level. None of the time domain features showed significant results. Each table row provides the $p$-value for one entropy measure. The best results are indicated by an asterisk and are shown in figures.

Table 1 shows that the Rényi entropy provides a significant result for positive exponents, especially for $q=5$, where the 2-group comparison has a $p$-value of 0.000306 obtained from the Mann-Whitney test. This result is illustrated in Figure 1, where the separation of medians and the overlap of the inter-quartile range can be seen. The $p$-values for Tsallis entropy show a similar pattern to those of Rényi entropy, as provided in table 1.

Table 1. Results for Rényi and Tsallis entropies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renyi_q2</td>
<td>0.000995</td>
<td>Tsallis_q2</td>
<td>0.000995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renyi_q3</td>
<td>0.000610</td>
<td>Tsallis_q3</td>
<td>0.000610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renyi_q4</td>
<td>0.000481</td>
<td>Tsallis_q4</td>
<td>0.000481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renyi_q5</td>
<td>0.000306*</td>
<td>Tsallis_q5</td>
<td>0.000306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Box and whisker plot representing the range of values calculated for the Rényi entropy with $q=5$. Median (IQR) for Palpitations is 4.433 (0.359), while for Syncope is 4.132 (0.459). Linear discriminant gave sensitivity of 0.652 and specificity of 0.786.

Table 2 lists $p$-values obtained from Mann-Whitney tests applied to Gamma entropies. In contrast to Rényi and Tsallis, these data suggest that significance decreases as the parameter $\beta$ increases. The best result of $p=0.000239$ was obtained using $\beta=0.1$ and is illustrated in figure 2. Here, the distribution for Syncope is very wide compared to that of palpitations.

Table 2. Results for Gamma entropies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamma_0.1</td>
<td>0.000239*</td>
<td>Gamma_0.5</td>
<td>0.001640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma_0.2</td>
<td>0.000326</td>
<td>Gamma_0.6</td>
<td>0.003101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma_0.3</td>
<td>0.000550</td>
<td>Gamma_0.7</td>
<td>0.009784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma_0.4</td>
<td>0.000815</td>
<td>Gamma_0.9</td>
<td>0.003101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Box and whisker plot representing the range of values calculated for the Gamma entropy with $\beta=0.1$ (scale in units of E-14). Median (IQR) for Palpitations is 0.0057E-14 (0.035E-14), while for Syncope is 0.087E-14 (0.87E-14). Linear discriminant gave sensitivity of 0.246 and specificity of 0.464.

Table 3 summarises $p$-values obtained using other entropy measures. The best result of 0.000246 was obtained for the Beta entropy using a value of 1.2. This result is illustrated in figure 3, where the increased size of distribution for Syncope can be observed, although the difference in size of distributions is less than that of Gamma entropy.

Table 3. Results for other entropies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>0.00102</td>
<td>SNorm_q2</td>
<td>0.000995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB_1.0</td>
<td>0.00102</td>
<td>SNorm_q3</td>
<td>0.000610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta_1.1</td>
<td>0.00381</td>
<td>SNorm_q4</td>
<td>0.000481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta_1.2</td>
<td>0.000246*</td>
<td>SNorm_q5</td>
<td>0.000301*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Box and whisker plot representing the range of values calculated for the Beta entropy with $\beta=1.2$. Median (IQR) for Palpitations is 1.807 (0.010), while for Syncope is 1.797 (0.279). Linear discriminant gave sensitivity of 0.710 and specificity of 0.678.

Results for SNorm entropy show statistical significance increasing with increasing values of parameter $q$. The smallest $p$-value obtained was 0.000301 for $q=5$. This result is illustrated in figure 4, where the
medians appear well separated as expected from the p-value obtained by Mann-Whitney test. However, in this figure it is the Palpitations group that appears to have a much wider distribution than that of Syncope.

Figure 4. Box and whisker plot representing the range of values calculated for the SNorm entropy with q=5 (scale in units of E+7). Median (IQR) for Palpitations is 1.25E+7 (1.64E+7), while for Syncope is 0.377E+7 (0.646E+7). Linear discriminant gave sensitivity of 0.652 and specificity of 0.786.

6. Conclusions

A range of entropy measures were evaluated to compare Heart Rate Variability (HRV) data collected from patients presenting with Syncope or Palpitations. Significant differences were found between Syncope and Palpitations groups for a range of entropy measures and for a range of parameter values for each of these measures. This suggests a possible route for a diagnostic test for Syncope based on non-invasive HRV. Further research is required including determination of the diagnostic accuracy for individual patients attending the clinic with unknown syncope or palpitation based on HRV and entropy analysis. In particular, future work will focus on time-of-day analysis after dividing up the 24 hour recording into day/night sections, in order to investigate circadian rhythms. Another approach that will be considered is the division of the recording into hourly segments in order to identify whether differences between groups are restricted to short term effects, as this could affect requirements for the timing of any diagnostic test.
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